Visual discrimination learning in binocularly deprived cats: 20 years of studies in the Nencki Institute.
Data obtained by the author and his colleagues on various forms of visual discrimination learning in cats binocularly deprived of pattern vision with cloth masks (BD cats) are reviewed. In these studies two comparison groups were used: controls reared also in the laboratory but with open eyes (C cats) and cats reared in normal environment outside the laboratory (N cats). Data from other laboratories on lid-sutured and dark-reared BD cats are also shortly reviewed. The BD cats showed several clear-cut deficits. Those in pattern discrimination and in fine contrast discrimination were presumably mainly due to impairment of the perceptual inhibitory learning, whereas those in coping with the partition in the apparatus and in successive discrimination were due to impairment of associative inhibitory learning. The deficits in object discrimination and in interocular transfer were apparently due to a reduced number of binocular neurons in the deprived visual cortex and superior colliculi. Dramatic deficit in relearning after ablation of the superior colliculi-pretectum complex shows a reduced utilization of the abnormal cortex in discrimination learning. The C cats shared fully with BD cats a dramatic impairment in the visually delayed response. This short-term memory deficit was presumably due to a limited practice in visual learning in cage-reared cats. The C cats showed also some impairment in coping with the partition and in relearning after the colliculus-pretectum ablation. The BD cats were not impaired in pattern vs. no-pattern discrimination and in grating discrimination. Thus, visual deprivation does not impair the formation of excitatory and simple inhibitory connections required in crude discrimination. Moreover, presumably due to their less distractibility by external stimuli, the BD cats could be even superior to N and C cats in very crude discrimination tasks.